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7 of 1st 8 withheld under (D), 1-5 also (C) 

10 is from “t. Arkin, persee reports seems to be from MPD file ASD On4. Apperently a transcript 

of police interview with Yree McKenzies But it was not at Hq, but at a place of business. 

Beginning with 15 the next 11 are withheld, 1st 7 both (C)(D), last 4 1(D) rest (C), This 
means that except for the report of the conference with McKenzie this entire section is 
withheld except for the propaganda distributed by the young blacks 

Not one of the withheld records was held to have any part reasomably segregable. All 
cover pages are withheld ioptbelr entirety/ Photographs _ of people whose names are in the 
reports already provided withheld under both C and D. I’ gome cases the names are given on 
the worksheeta. One at least is an inforner, Morrell McCulioughe His picture has been 
publishede (He is 15.) 

Pictures of known people can qualify for D, even if C can? 

Worksheets dated 7/77 but not delivered until 9/77 and then two weeks after promised. 

on 142 consists of numbered 2751 plus unnumbered but all are withheld except % 
ior of 6 documents. Again what remains is Invaders leaflets only.» Again what is withheld 

is cover memo, under D and photos. Even those photos labelled as of unknowns is claimed 
to be within D. 

Nose 52-78, 93 pp of 11 documents releasede 

The first 9 withheld under both C and D except for thr Cover sheet, which is S only. They 
ave so used to claiming exemptions that they claim D for 60, which is +nvaders propaganda 
and is not withheld. Not a word obliterated, either. (Trve in first subsece, tooe) All 
the rest are photographs, including a group of striking hospital workerse 

61, described as "Sticker "Damn the Army Join the Invaders (quote not closed)" is D! 
Dis also claimed for 63,64,65, more literature and again not withhelde These are dated 
on the worksheets but there is no date on them, signilying further withhfolding. Whatever 
has the dates However, the individual items also are not all numbered. 

The next 5 withheld, cover memo D only, rest C and De. All 4 are pictures of known people 
whose names are not vi thhedd and have not been to nowe %O, pamphlets, to be 8 pp, only 7e 
Unless they count t’e slipsheet FD340 which identifies source, etce 

72 is ws meo Throwaway," litevaturee D is claimed for even the slip sheet but all three 
pages are here, the FD340 and the 2 mimeographed ppe 

      

Next a cover memo is withheld under D. 

73 is 16 pp "'Proposal' ME Leadership Conf." 14 says it is withhakd unde?" ,/all 16 ppe are heres 
They are all heree So also are all 20 p;; of 74 for which 7D is claimed for all 20. It is 
described as "INVADBR NOTEBOOK." It in fact is a spiral steno's notebook almost entirely 
names and phone numberse These two items are pretty clearly domestic intelligence and 

ve no connection with criminal activity or investigationse 

2 photos withheld under C and D and then although 7D is claimed for the 2 pages of leaflet 
that is 77, it is here. Ditto for 78, D claimed for the pamphlet but it is here. 

» Sec A-4, 20 ppe of 6 docs releasede A cover memo and pictures are withheld as above 
and 7D is actually claimed for all six documents not withheld. Except for 87 it ia all 
literature. 87 is "list of Long Distance @ukis Charges for Invaders Office (527~5130.)" 
It is rather actual copies of the bills. 

Probably the clyim to exemption where the documents are provided is limited to the advance 
sheet by the agent from which there is masking so the foregoing comments relating to the claim 
to exemption of what is provided is invalid. 

   



Invaders MFO 157-1067 Sec. Se 1-37 116 pp of 12 docs released 

27 of these records, all numbered serials, were destroyed. This is explained by an un- 
numbered serial of 8/19/70 on a printed destruction form. The printed form says that the 
destroyed information was contained in a report, which is crossed out and replaced by LHM, 

with the date 5/6/68 added. Signed by H.S.Lowe. There is a destruction schedule but it 
seems strange that on August 19,1970 there should be this need to weview Invaders' records 
and destroy them. Get citation of precise LHM and read it to see if it suggests reasons 
for the need to destroy. These are for the period prior to and after the assassinatione 
The first record remaining with a date is 1/15/68. Is 36 the referenced LEM of 5/6/68? 

21 Informant, so referred to has name of 16 spaces including any blanks spaces between names. 
36 is long, 93 pp, indexed. Addressed separately from marked copy if worth ite 

Wea ah Serials 38-150, but with destructions only 46 pp or 28 docs released. Destruction 
reference to 8/19/70 memo abovey updated here to include actual numbers of destroyed docse »y 
with cited report holding contents identified as of 8/13/68. Last date in this section is 6/7/68. 

39 has source maskede 16 spaceée 

40 SA Wm. He Lawrence used pseudonym Jay Hervie and P.0.Box 1970, Mps 38101, here to receive 
literature,"The Southern Patriot. f 

41 Press-Scimitar reporter, name masked, cited as source, 18 units. 

109 Boras ee is Sekees This source fu ture of ] 

      

   

  

82 lists the names of 62 "young people who REV. HAROLD A. MIDDLEBROOK, yay 252 Walker 
Avenue, leader in the Community on the “ove for Equality, has been calling to work on 

projects in which COME and BOP are igterested." (BOP is Black Qrgsnizing Project.) Names, 
addresses and phones givoye 83 and 84 includes further domestic intelligence from Arkin, 

including personal information, like a baack preacher dating a white womane in 85 Lawrence's 
masked source's name has 15 units. 

91 is Reddit’ s o/2i 68 report to Inspector Graydon 3 P, Tines. ; 

    

95 Larences' 3 source seems tc nave 17 spaces to n name » 
113 Heavy obliteration under D includes codedame of MPD informant of 3 letters. McCullough 
was "Max," 3 letters. From coutext use of D for all that is withheld seems unjustified, 
especially where there is no ertert to provide the "reasonably ae 
Vis 16 spaces on informant. e he esp ; —— 

    

   

  

134, aovering memo for report p: ‘ovided by Lt. Bs aaa has JORRIIASCA CA GSE pen claimed 
applicable exemption is C. The report includes a transcript of a me rs; 
as from taped buge 
142 source 16 spacese Ditto 143 
145 code name 3 letters masked for IiPD informant. Claim for all oblvterations C & De 
148D masks more than name of source, claiming G&D. Name Dixon, without first name, not 
masked aft er initial masking of source's names There is reference to photos of 7 blacks 
being showed to source but no ref. to where they are filede However, larger masking at 
bottom might unclude this. It appears that ee is Black Panther Memphis codee. There 
appears to have been no Black Panthers there. “his is Serial 4 in that codee 

Section 3, Serials ee 115 pp of 39 docs released. Unnumbered at front is Lowe's 8/1970



     

  

2PY 156, 
explaining destruction and saying information is in report of 8/13/62 Last da&te in here 
is 1/12/68. 18245 out of sequence,at end on workshzet. b2 claimed: (165,168, 186C,189,190, 

195 200, 207,208 3210, 212, 213,215,219, in each case along with 7C,7D or bothe Only other 
claims to 7C,7D or both. 

156, source 8 spaces. 26 copies filed in “emphis, all titles masked except BOP, NAACP 
b2 Here the claim to b2 is not possible, onf the same basis as my complaints of the past to 

which there has been no wrfiten response, but Hartingh did admit they should not be using ite 
That there are such files is not "solely" a matter of internal FBI rules and practises. 
All in any way related to Cointelpro-type and Invaders operations and files are clearly 

within the request and the fact of such files' existence in itself makes it other than 

a matter "solely" of FBI concernse The content bears this out. +t is domestic intelligence. 

165, sburce appears to be 15 spaces. 16 Memphis files, all but 7 3 obliterated, total 16 
b2 copies, 2 in New 157. Claim 2 b2,7C. 

166 is copies of data from War on Poverty, OEO programs from Lt. E.H.Arkin,y MPD. 

167 provides what was claimed to be exempt in 113. 

b2 b2 claimed on 10 of 12 file titles in copies made, 1=170, rest all 157, which is the request's 
main number. Aside from the question of whether the withholding under b2 is proper it would 
be a simple matter if one wanted to take the time to replace all that is withhgd by title 
from what is in the various reports/ 

Indications of intent to withhold more that discloses improper domestic intelligence opera- 
tions in marking for indexing of new stories? 169 is new§Sstory on War on Poverty,178 names _ 
of college gafduates, report on ceremoniese 179,180 

    

Pe ve. - + aie ‘C r § I: aS 

lovees. etc. Taves files 4) 

186C masked source he alleged "subversfion" here must be the reported plan of 
the Black Sfudents Association to help dropouts qualify for higher education. Claim b2 

b2 must apply to two files titles of which are masked. 

b2 189,190, 19 and 18 Memphis copies, respectively, all but 5fifPhhe1d 189, 

    

  

    
FBI met with PD informers. 

b2 195,10 of 13 Memphis file titles withheld. Special instructions to FBI's informer on aid to 
qualify students, 186C abovee unl 
204— 7 of 9 file titles withheld but not/62-C & De Ditto 206, C & D, 12 out of 14 masked. 

( b2 = =200= 7 of 9 titles withheld. 
206— attadhant withheld although provided in other instances, as 204 bbove, Redditt's, etc. C&D. 

b2 = =207-Only 6 “Sul 7 esta pion’? withheld,b2. Muche dome intel. 208,18 copies, titles 14 maskeds 
Extensive includes recommendations of MFO agent to SAC on what to doe 209, 9 of 
11 file titles withheld. 210 withholds 2 of 3. 212, 17 of 21 titles witheld. (More on Richard 
Ryan and Sathy Roop and personal information not withhold despite claim to 0.) 213, 6 of 13 
titles withheld, personal info present despite claim to C, 
214, no claim to b2 but 12 of same 15 file titles withheld, from the numberse Xenort of Arkin's 
informer attached, not as in 206. 215, 15 of 20 withheld. . 
217- 14 of 17 titles wit d, same numbers, no claim to b2. Here the hand=-lettered report 
of Arkin's informant is attached. 

b2 = 219= 20 of 25 titles withheld. 

Section 4 next page.



Serials 221-304, but only 48 pp of 22 documents released. Destruction memo also 
dated B19) 10s eport on info dated 8/13/68. Last date here 8/6/68. 
b2 claims: 224,228, 261,274,276, 281,» 288, 289, 290,296,304. Also b(7)(C),(D) or both. 
224 has criminal info not referred to criminal file. Of 6, only 2 not withheld by title. 

225-12 of 14 titiles withheld. 
232= police intel. report att ched but withheld from 239, which has 12 o4 14 file thtles 

ASES / withheld, but not under b2AC&D. 
245, has MPD intel report attached. 15 of 21 file titles withheld,not under b2. P. 4 missing. 
247 has MPD report attachede So does 259. 

B2 Claimed for 261,174,276, not for 278,279, Wlaimed 281, not 286, for 288,289,290,not 291 ,for 

296,304. Obliterations of file titles: 261% = 13 of 18; 274= 6 of 10; 276= 8 or 113 2782 
21 of 263 279=16 of 193 281= 12 of 14;286=2 of 4; 289= 11 of 14; 290= 7 of 103 291= 23 of 293 

296= 5 of 8; 304= 8 of 116 
279 has MPD intel. report attached; it is withheld from 2866 

Serials 305-343, 73 ppe of 11 documents only released. Not recorded of 8/19-70 
by “owe on destruction, info included in report of 8/13/68. Claims to exemption on remaining: 
b2 on 306$28, 329, 331,339,343, each with 7C, 331 D also. Others C,D or both. 

b2 306, 13 of ZO file titles withheld, not that of ACLU, 157-166 and 62-ACLU. Informant, 16 
spaces, furnished coples of photographs taken with permission of 5 Invaders in June (this 
is dated 8/6), including McCullough. 
326 does not have MPD report attached. Claim 7C&D. 15 of 19 file titles withheld. 
327 does not have HPD report attached. Claim 7C&D. 19 of 23 file titles withheld. 

b2 328, 16 of 19 file titles withheld. 
b2 3529, 2 of 6 file titles withheld. 

330 is 8/13/68 report on BOP, 44 pp. Of 12 
number, 157, 1=170. 11 copies to Bureau, 8 

& D claimed only. eum. Exemptions 7 C 
b2 331— Of 13 fitemphis copies 8 have file titles withheld. Appears to be covering airtel for 330 

334 MPD report on Invaders, said attached, is withheld, 7C & D, 18xef 21 file titles masked. 
Almost all 157 files. 

b2 339- 4 of 7 file titles withheld, 3 of these 157s. 
b2 =4343— 12 of 15 file titkes withheld, most of them 157s 

Section 6: Serials 344-374, 23 pp. of 9 docs. released.Lowe's 8/19/70 destruction memo 
says information in report of S68 pf SB last date this Section 8/26/68. Only 7 @ecunents 
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renain, with exemption claimed°on 2 and 7C on 359,364,373,374, also 7D on 374» 370, claim is b(7)(C)(D). 371,372, 
          

   

  

where 4 of 9 file titles are withheld.370, withholding other thanof filing seems to relate 
to police raid and what was siezed under cover or a marijuana chdrgee 6 of 9 titles of 
files withheld. 
371 cover report from obliterated MPD Lt. on Invaders, attached here. 19 of 24 file titles 

uff ae But report €rom MPD with 372 not attached. 13 of 17 file titles withheld, 12 1578, 

b2  373- 19 Of 24 file 
to Von Neel 

b2 359- Except for name of informant only obliteration is of 5 of the 6 file titles. Ditto 364, 

tit 
391] 
Cyt 

les withheld, 12 from 157 files, 1 Selective $                              g AWOL n } 

ervice 25, others 170s. 
lg AWVL explains masking under 257 P. 4. This parsgreph says where Neely 

can be found any day t also says that one KRISS or KRESS was an informer and "a free lance 
Negro photographer" suspected by Richard Neely "of giving wkaxpiztuxexts the FBI his picture." Note above, withholding of published and other picturese This information was from FBI's 
informant. given to Arkin. 

b2 374— of 38 “emphis files titles on 29, or all but 9 withheld. 7 attachmmnts noted on Po 1 
but there are only 5, with not accounting of others. Workshects show only 13 of 15 PP. provideds 

         

 



   
       

     

  

are intelligence reports. Only masking Three of tfe four items noted as received from MPD 
eéraphs (pe 3,aee of names in DBI report is of TORRB ees one os whom 

above on withholding of phot s). The MED intel 

     

    

  

Section 7 Serials 373-471, 74 pp of 24 documents refleased. Unrecorded at first is Low's 

8/19/70 memo on destructions, information said to Ye in LEM of 11/15/68. Exemptions claimed 
p(2) and 7(CO,(D) or both: 360, 382,420,425 ,429,4314452,454,464, other b(7)(D),(D) or both. 

b2 , 380-5 pp report on BOP, except for file titles only names of sources masked. 27 files indi- 

ittes/ cated, 20/withheld, algmost all 1578.382-17 of 20 file titles withehld. 
391 refers to an article by Kay Pittman Black. 7 of 12 file titles withheld, 157s gud. other 
political files. One not withheld is 157-4542,"Counterintelligence Blaek Power.’ 
ots 10 of 16 file titles withheld, 1 selective se 

4, 26 of 29 file titles hheld, 1 Selective Service, 1 Sinternal security," 12134, 
ty Infornants,” 1: 170, all rest 157s. MPD elimo on Invaders said to be attached to 

each of the 29 file copies of memo not here attached. Worksheets note 2 pp withheld under 
b(7)(C) and (D). But there can) + be an Invader whose name is not made public in these files. 
Nor if there is any basis for withholding is there a statement that not one word of the 

missing pages is reasonably segregable. 
415, same situation except for statistics and fact that this was sent to Atlanta FO. Of 
21 file titles in Memphis 16 are withheld, same files as above included. The 25 file, 

Selective “ervice, here No.14636, may refer to Charles L, Cabbage "currently under federal 
indictgent for refusal to report for Armed Forces Induction 5/10/684" (9/10/68) 
419 this time has copy of MPA report "INFORMATION RE PAUL MCCREIGHT." Two of 5 file titles 

withheld, all 5157s. MceCreight is black bailbondsman. Weapons found in his car according 
to Inspectional Bureau report. Charge against him "reckless driving." In both documents, 
aside from the file titles, there is but a single obliteration, that of the code name of 

this police informant. There is no withholding of ahy of the nimes of many blackse 
b2 420=Informant of 15 spaces, six seeming to be of last name, "furnished photos of a group 

of Invaders taken at City Hall," at City Council neo ting three days eariiers on n 8/20/66» 

see abowe on withholding of photographs. Na S 9 ad" nam § ; 

     

    

    

  

     

sorry ‘for hum aaa late hin eter 4 in old “section of the hotel." Father said to have been shot 
in looting a liquor store, by police on 4/6, his mother few Saye leter of able Causese 
ae 2 pili 8 name seems to have 7 Spaces. T Ls sLuded i va 

Taina at anid obliterated. Tyo | new 1157 file titles ae one 170 withheld, iw tide, 
b2 425- Here informer seems to have 18 spaces for name, yet FBI laine to have had bat one 

Invader informer. Marrell McCullough fits speae. If so thi a3 he also was reporting 
? to Lawrence. Ask for this because McCullough's name is not Pecret and he was exposes 
b2 429- There were 35 copies made of this 8 pp report "Black United Front (BUF) nviting at 

Clayborn Temple Memphis 9/2/68." All but 7 or 28 titles withheld. One Selective Service, one 
Security Informants, rest 157 and 170. With all the names mentioned, including a list of 

those present, privacy is hardly invoked with sincerity or justification. There are dif= 
ferent spaces taken up by last names of quoted sommces. 
430- 23 of 26 file titles withheld. One is Selectfive Service,3 Internal Security, 2-170s, 
rest all 157s. Arkin's Invaders report is attached heree 

b2 431- 17 spaces for informer’s name, which seems to be the only obliteration in the, text of 
this 4 pp report except for the "LEAD" at the ende 9 of 12 file titles withheld. Largely 
domestic intelligence. No real concern for privacy. Note one 2 oo = as ESPs Pode 

b2 432 has MPD intelligence report on Invaders attached. Of t ; he %: 25 

are withheld. The attached report again shows McCollough was 3 mmpeaied of “being pollens 
433 does not have MPD Invader report adisaliitty 439 doese 433 withholds 11 of 14 Pike titles, 

% 439 withholds 24 of 27. 
450 
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be 

be 

  

b2 

be 

b2 

450 has MPD Invaders report attached. 17 of 19 file titles withheld. Name MPD Lt and recom 

A$Amendations also withheld. 
451 has MPD Invaders report attached. Withholds titles pf 20 of 23 files. 

452- Has MPD intelligence report on Invaders attachede asks names of one of j’olice officials 

as well as informers and withholds recommendation. Of 32 file titles 28 withhéld.Firebombings. 

454- On BOP, with MPD Invaders report attached. 22 of ithheld. — 

463, 9 of 12 file titles withheld, all but 1 are 157s. ; 

464—- Only informer of Lal nce withheld from 2 pp of text. Seems like 17 spaces for 

full name, 8 last name. 6f 18 file titles, 14 wi thhe}d. 
467, last provided in this Section, has no withholdings at all! Eureka! It is Director's 

response to Memphis' airtel and LHM of 9- 23-68 captioned""Womax Lee Sfevenson; John Gary 

Williams; Ben Heard Berry; Racial Natters,'@urfile 157-1428." Well, there is no such 

airtel or LHM provided and no indication of it among those listed as destroyede However’, 

this does prove that what was not provided from “emphis files can be replaced from Bureau's. 

A quick check of what remains of this Z8ection shows no designation of any record to 14285 

no listing of the 157-1428 number on any record. Memphis had said it wpuld report future 

info under BOP caption, meaning end of 14287 as of 9/23/68?. 3rd graf refers to instructions 
from Bureau in this of 8/23. This Section begins with 8/19 and does not include this Bulet. 
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sfdoes not appear to be Serial 354 of Section 6, which fits description except that 

it refers to Memphis' airtel and LHM of 8/13/68. This shows that such Bureau directives 
are included in the 157-1067 files and is not heree 

3, Serials 472-568 but only 80 pp of 28 documents released. 8/19/70 Lowe record 
0 ction says information in 11/15/68 report. Last date this Section 11/5, first 10/2. 
Exemptions claimed: b(2) on 477,484,486 498,502, 504,505,506,513(with no other claimed), 
517,519,548. b(7)(C), (D) or both with others. (C9 Only claimed 549,550,556. All others both 
C and D. 

472 withholds name Lt. MPD Intelligence Unit and that of informant as well as code name. 
His report to Inspector Tines quoting informant is attached, 13 of 15 file titles withheld. 
All 15 are 157s, all in this request. Similarly with 1735 where report is attached and 13 
of 15 file titles are withheld, one 170,411 others 157. Also 475, 13 of 17 file titles 
withheld, all 157 except 1=100,1=170. Also 476, where informer's name is withheld and code=- 

name, 13 of 7 15 file titles, all 157, all within requests, 
471- has MPD report attached, informer and Detective reporting to Tines withheld. 25 of 27 

file titles withheld, all 157s except 1-100,2-170. 
Aph 484- The other of the two 157-1067 files is masked as is the name of the informant, 
that of an MPD lieutenant and the last sentence, after an account of Rhonda 4. G E 

ity employments There is no concern for her ‘privacy, despite claim to (c). 
485» 3 of 5 157 file titles withheld, as is the name of a Comnercial-Appeal editorial wrhter. 

n prior similar situations the name of the reporter who referred to Calvin Lergy Taylor 

was not withheld. There seems to be no need with this kind of information. 

486- Six spaces for last name or code of informer,8 for all, in first line. Not likely./piéen 

Seven again last graf. 4 of 6 file titles withhelde 
495, names detective and his informant withheld from MPD report attached to Lawrence's memo, 
there name MED lieutentant is withhled. One of the police is named Davise His name was 

not removed from earlier records and there is no reason tobelieve any is unknown, so no 

reason for withholding. Viim here tdboth C & De 13 of 15 file titles withheld, 1=170, all 
other 15786 
498-14 of 17 file titles withheld, 1=100,2=170, rest 157. 8 spaces in each of three maskings 

of informer. There is no other masking and there certainly is no other interest in any 
"orivacy" with the listin g of 9 names of ose who attended ad : 2 ayborn Temple 

with detail on what they said. . 

502— 15 of 18 file titles withheld as are references to informer as is code name of MPD 

informer ("Mac" fits space and is known), name of reporter and ffrecommendation." Several 
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8-space mentions of FBI informer, 1 = 17 spaces. Press-Scimitar reporter whose name is 

removed also 17-spacese The name of a pessible narcotics source of whom informer provided 

a picture is not withheld. Note above on withholding of pictures. Others to whom crime is 

attributed have no privacy claims for withholdings about theme On p. 5 name Lt. J.C.Davis, 

MPD Intelligence Ynit,not withheld. 
504~3 of 5 file titles withheld, with 1=170 even the number. Two references to 8-space FBI 

source, apparently informer. 
505- 16-space informer removed with titles of 13 of 16 files. Inference pressuring employae 

506- 13 pp 10/17/68 report "Areests 8/26/68 of CHARLES L. CABBAGE AND CLIFFORD LOUIS TAYLER 

and. 8/27/68 Arrest of Edwina J. HARRELL." 8 of 11 file titles withheld. 1 Selective Service, 

1 Internal Security, 1-170, rest 157s. Indications of robberies, including of black churche 
Under "Pro-C inist Books" are Bernard Fall and Ffanz Fanon."Pawe 5 Cabbage had Selective 

prvice case (note withholding after 25-14636 on pe 1). Indications of selective indexing 

of contents of Cabbage's wallet, amde available by MPD, Same with @aylore 

507, MPDInvaders repirt said to be attached to all13 copies filed is not attached. b(7)(C,(D). 
claimed exemptionse 9 file titles withheld, 1=100, rest 157. Name MPD lieutenant, informer 

and code name withheld. Hereis seems entire correct name is 5 spaces while code-name is 17. 

513- only claim for short 10/22/68 report on Rosetta “iller from which source of 16 spaces 
and 170-70-Sub title only are withheld. 
517- 8 of 10 file titles withheld, 2=170s, rest 157s. 8 spaces for soure twice, but 

first mention is 14 spaces, indicting different source and other informantse 

518, 9 of 12 157 file titles withhelde One not withheld is of SCMWU, no number. Attached _ 

report is withheld under either (c) or (D), only claims. Name of MPD Intel. Unit lieutenant 

withheld. Report from informer of both 3 and 11 spaces. 
519- 6 of 9 file titles withheld and name informant of 16 spaces. No Selective Service 
filing on fact that Don Neely is missing. Could have been picked up on AWOL charge many times 
from warlier reports. Source of 8 spaces made picture available. ote above. Picture of 

Reuben Watts. 
547, 3 of 4 147 file titles withheld. No other withholdings.e Only exemption claimed is (c), 

yet the four es in the report are not withheld. One of these is included only because 

he, OreeMcKenzie, is a cousin’ of one of other tree. 

548= 4 of 8 file titles withheld, one 176-70 Sub, 1=100 same as withheld before,4528, 

all rest 157se_16-space course and clause following name of Helen Washington only other 

withholdings. t+ seems unlikely that with her listed at prison farm and other reportin 
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The names of 2 lieutenants, Talley and “tone, not eliminated from 
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BnNose name is WL 

attachmentse 

556 has 3 of 4 157 file titles withheld. One is "NEW." 

or Serials 569-663, 97 ppe of 46 documents provided. Exemptions claimed: b(2) 577,579, 
86,601, 603,604,605, 606, 614,616,624, with (C),(D). Only other claims to exemption (C) and (D). 

Lowe's mumemo on destruction 8/19/70 says information in 3 reports dated 11/15,11/23 and 11/27. 
Dates this Section 11/13 through 9/12/69. Not, not in chron order. Last is 12/2/68 and some 
go back to 8/686 
577= 10 of 12 file titles withheld. Only one not 157 is 100-4528. Other wirbholding is of 

supposed=to-be attached MPD repprt on Invaders, name of MPD lieutenant and his informer, 
by name and code nameKach of three refs. to informer 9 spcaese 

578 is 11/15 LHM but not identified as that referred to in destructionnfsheet. Only with= 

holdings are one source and one Selective Service number. However, the usual page listing 
all sources is not supplied. Pnly claimed exemption (c), for source?If it holds info from 

informants? , However, 579, which fol'ows, is airtel referring to 578, forarding 11 copies 
to Bureau. It cites only 2 sources, both withheld. 7 of 8 Memphis copies are 157sy. one 

‘is 66-1687 ~ Sub-A~ Dissemination. 4 of 157 titles withheld. 
586=17 of 19 file titles withheld. One is 100-4528, one is 170-1024, aq others 157a. 
AWOL Don Neely back in Memphis but no 25 file indicatede Charles Ballard legman for Renfro Hays. 
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be 

be 

be — 605- 19 of 21 file titles withheld. Only other withholdings 

b2 
be 
b2 

b2 

b2 

600 is an 11/23 LHM, as listed in destruction memo, but nothing to identify it as the one 
referred to. It is of ah pponly, with 2 pp appendix. 601 refers to one of this date, is of 

this date, and wihholds 5 infoemers/sources. 11 Memphis copies of 601, file titles of, 7 

withheld. Source 1 is "liaison source." So is 3. First 3 have some descriptions. 4,5 
spaces indicate short names only. 
603~ only withholdings of 2 sources on pe 3. 604~only withholding of single source, pe2. 
603 refers to Nemphis airtel of 11/23 and airtel same date. 600,601? No duplicates indicated. 

are of FBI's informer and code 
ne oUMWA BIN »          

  

   al name, presumeably, of MPD informer. i 

wool WO 

606-only withholding identifications two sourcese 
614~ 19 of 21 Memphis files have titles withheld. Name FBI informer, 17 spaces, withled 
Pe 1.MPD agent four spaces (number?) and code name 3 spaces p.2. Only withholdings. 
616— 29 of 37 Memphis file.ititles withheld, mostly 157s. Has copies of 3 MPD Invaders 
reports attached. Only other withholdings few pertaining to agents, informer sense, and 
"recommendation." hre 
617, only withholdings BESS ouresa but only b(7)(D) claimed, not b2 
623 is 22 numbered pp LHM of 11/27/68, which cpincides with date in Lowe's ®struction memo. 
Deletions on 2 ppe only, 9 and 10. 624 is airtel same dates Pp. 9-10 withholds name(s) 
MPD detective(s) and the name and a little more about one permitted tp remain in Lelloyne 
college bldg. during takeover, hardly secret. 49 Memphis, 3 Bureau with.11 enclosures, 2 
“hicago (100~40903) with 2 enclosures indicated, plus copies to intel. agencies. Titles of 
only 5 Memphis file titles not withheld. Ten listed sources withheld, one liaison, 170-45, 
one 100=4394—44 and three "who requested identity be protected."



b2 

Cc 

4 | 
4 

be 

C b2 

Invaders FO 157-1067 See’ 10, Serials 634-720 2% pp of 29mdocuments released 

Beginning here I will not be copying for Jim pages indicative of non-compliance and/or 

various kinds of games and diversions relating to deliberate stonewalling and improper 

withholdings. I'll try to remember to indicate these with a marginal "C", 

b2 claims: 654,699 711 717,720, with C for all but not d for 711 and 720f b7¢ & D for 
666 ,674,677 ,678,705,7146 D only for 6536 

Lowe's destruction memo of 5/17/70, which seems to be written differently and is less 
clear that earlier ones, refers to reports of 12/4/68 & 3/3/69 as holding contents. 653 

is a 14pp LHM,654 same dated Airtel of 2 ppe This Section does not go to the end of 1988. 

    

653 withholds the names of police officials and nothing else, They claim b7D. 654 lists 
3 copies to Bureau with 11 enclosures, 1 to “hicago and 16 Memphis copies of which two 
are in the caption and 1 is of dissemination. Two others only are not withheld. Of the 
8 missing attachments that are indicated as in Lowe's destruction it seems ce-tain that 
these are in the HQ files and can be provided to cbrretate with the LHM because the 
next three serials are news stories bearing the same dates as those in the first three 
serials following this airtel and the next 8 in the list are indicated as destroyed, 

with the simple arithmetic of 34+8=11/ The worksheets donot indicate what was destroyede 
¢n fact they do not include the seriatim records of destruction from which the worksheets 
were prepared. 

666 withholds the name of a Memphis policeman and of four file titles. Here the police 
intelligence report is atiached.b7C,D claimed 

674 like above with 8 of 11 file titles withheld. Note that among all not withheld I 
have always included that or those captioned. In the attached report the name of the 
one making the report, possibly an informes of the police , is withheld/ 

QRaine, only 5 of 16 file titles not withheld. I have not been separating but all or 
almost all as in this case are 157 files. The attached report withholds the name of the 
police informer whose report was written by Arkin to “ines on wha tap appears to be the 
—— ee on which ot are @ wri iene It is a rep 2 the 1 f the 

  

   

   

    

699 has 2 pp port at withhelds 5 of 9 filek titles 

705 withholds titiles of 10 of 13 Nemphis Tiles, of two the numbersePolice report withheld 
although it says attached/ 

hholds 15 of 21 Hemphi An informer of 8 spaces covered a “emphis— 
state Student Covernrient sponsored meting of blacks. %n pe 4 McC is noted as among 
those there. No withholding in report other than above. . 

wae ‘5 of 18 “emphis file titles withheld, all 157s. _olice intelligence report attached. 
eeting at Clayborn temple. Handwritten note added withhold detective's name.Ditto p. 4. 

knether PD report attached. fo it there are many other attachments that seem to include 
graded student papers and a number of hendwritten student papers on black questionse 

717 withhold titles of 3 of 6 Memphis files, informer of 8 spaces Press-Scimitar reporter, 
seemingly fivome pases possibly Kay Pittman Black with a 2 “Kira,"§2-space name or ane of informer. 

 



Invaders, MFO 157-1067, » Serials 721-820, 63 po. of 31 dosuments released. 

Exemptions claimed: b2~723,732,764/765,816,820, each with b(7)(C),(D) or both. b(7) 
(C)and (D) claimed for each dther withholding, both in each instances 
Udo Lowe's destruction report of 8/19/70 says info in report of 3/3/69/ First. date 

this Section §/74/ 12/17/68, last 1/10/69. The FBI sure waited a long time to report! 

23— 13 of 15 file titles withheld, all except captioned and SCLC. Name informer 

  

b2     

     +2 (pea) The story would be about cops 
William Thomas Edmonds, was checked oute 

be C 732-14 of 18 Memphis file titles withheld, as is name detective, informers. PD 

memo said to be attached to each copy is not attached. The worksheets do not indicate it 
is withheld under any exemption. 

736 gives the name of a black detective who reported that the Invaders were trying to 
start a unit at a Jackson, Miss. college. BA William M. Perrigan filed report, for the 
memphis 170-20 file although caption BOP. 

739= 22 of the 27 file titles withheld.Jt cover the MPD report from a detective whose 
nameis withheld, covering his informer, none withheld. Informer name 8 units. This report 
relates to student activities and planned disruptions. This informer was shadowing another, 
MeC, who later drove others te get stinkbombs. Typing of MPD report attached to 140 sug= 
gests same officers provided it. 13 of 17 file titles withbhld. 

743 only 4 of 21 file titles not withheld. Similar-lloking report attached, from MPD. 
Same stein kinds of sna eanoldtng t bith a mivde J MOLre ney with pha atten to lit. 

a ne hei j Ons : ey of f] Our dDLacks on 144. 

all but SmUP=HEIePi c titles are , withehdl. Att tached report ¢ e686 +0 illegible although 
typede Remote generation xe1'0xe 

be 762- 8 of 12 file titles withheld but not those of AFSCME and "The Liberator." Only 

     

    

   

be 

  

does not have the attached MPD report, masks name of detective and his onformer and 
x@4ef 10 of 15 Memphis file titles. This is true of 768, which does have the report attached, 
withholds 12 of 15 file titles, all pus ees aur and oo naa wbsok appears 

  

rqitt ninish the aaa report, the detective, his informer's name and codename and 14 
of the 20 Memphis file titles. Only the captioned, BUF, possible violence, NAACB, Come and 
He oie pe tsi ness Division 2 not ea 1S are alias 1 is se! 1 | 1003 internal Eee 

  

784 had nBhal facings, | MPD joence” is hnve not with added neskings 4 in it and of _— LO 
file titles obliterates all but captioned and BUF, Black United Front, all 157s. BUF=Invaderse 
Arkin's informer= 9 spaces. The report is by Arkin, whose fink phoned. The report ‘covers a 
public meetings Arkin states copies are in listed files, all obliterated, two-column listings 

a eo



C 
Tha 

ask res 

b2 

be 

   Re Se b(7)(C) only on 849, 858, others all (C) &(D) except 845, (C) only. 

JLe 

ask 

Ge 

   

    

    

Naturally, FBI MFO indexed all the namese . 

799 is a:duplicate by the same agent, Lawrence, of the identical report from theliPD, 

designated for 11 MFO files and with a séntence inserted in Lawrence's brief report:"seece 

isPD undercover agent ocde names..." Code name 12 spaces, rather 11 wothout " markse This 

one of next day, 1/7/69, and instead of "SAC (157-1067)" at tap adds "(P)" after it. First 

foes to 11 MFO files, second to 15, 11 withheld, in both cases all 157s. Virtually total 

duplication in LHe E withheld file titles. Files known to be added in 799 "Racial Situation 

“enphis Division" and "Possible Racial Violence Major Urban Arease" 
col.       

  

    

from "lia&son sources." Withholding of name of 4 letters of one who 

which would seem to eliminate any claim to C or D. With the intelli e th 

: "(Masked of 5 letters) 

       

  

board, 

     
    

    

concluding sentence: 
      +r 104 

LO Lurvner ef 

ng, this is the 

astar¢d I 

808, 812 do not have MPD reports said to be att:ched and withhold Jolice, informer 

identifications.e of 29 titles in 808 only 9 not withheld, 812 withholds 17 of 23. 
812A, which withholds all but 4 of 14 file titles, has attached MPD report. This 

one gays that the detective had received a phoned report from what appears to be NeCullough 
and thus not properlywithheld:"...furnished the writer a copy of a report received by 
Detective ***** from Pndercover police officer *** for activities maf for December 23,1968." 

The fiv-eeunit names of several “emphis dctcctives have been released, those in intelligence, 

1 mean. The three spaces of the undercover police officer fit "Max", which is McC's codee 
Page 1 MPD report withheld. From the form o/ these reports even if the exemptions claimed 

are legitimate there is reasonably segregable material. 
816, only 3 of 6 file titles withheld, plus name source. . 

819 withholé 20 of 24 Memphis file titltece It does not include MPD report said attached 

to all 24 file copiese 

     

   Serials 821-916, 47 pp of 27 documents only released. Exemptions claimed: 

Lowe's memo on destruction says info in report of 3/3/69, same as abovee Latest date in 
what remains of this Section is 2/1/69 

835 withholds all but 4 of the 31 file titles. It is a short Lawrence report covering 

a MPD report on which 4 columns at the top as blacked out. I take it the first and third 
columns are file identifications and the second an: fourth their subjectse The name of 
the police informer fits McCullough in the spaces it takes up as does his code name 
of three spaces, as in "Max." There is no basis for withholding McCullough. Aske 
However, p 2 of the MPD report refers to McC in a manner indicatbdg he was not the source. 

On the other hand, if it came from one source only, given the few number of people with 

McC and his movements, given with their times, can indicate it was hee He is named in 

every paragraph. 

836 withhold 15 of 21 file titles, not atteched and with the informers name and code 

both again fitting liceC. 

839A is to Detroit FO on BOP 1/14/69 BOP meeting at which a black male unknown to 
MPD was accused of being a police informant and was searched. He is Elijah Parker who 
had a Detroit police identification. Maybe Parker is the police name. This man used Otis 

Parnell. Detroit to check it all out. 

{ 

      

845, from “ ackaon,on arrest of Robert "Cornbread" Wilson has masking in sentence that 
begins with Wilson in custody "for twenty-six days ant & that period of time he 
received" followed by obliteration. b(7)(C) only claimed. 

 



  

reason given for withholding the KPD repert : is (Ce (0). "Recommendation" 3 is withheld. The 
same is true of 860, where the MPD report is withheld along with informer and 17 of 23 
file titles. 

882 is one of a series of news clippings each given a different serial numbere This 

one is of "INVADE:.S MARCH," the caption. +t shows 10 clearly, which gets back to the 
withholding of pictures of them b in these Sectionse    

  

    

    

  

‘ i 9. The first page Sof he atteched report 
has co omplete naskinb of what vould appear rn be a number of file designations. 

909 withholds 17 of 21 file titles. What can be file designations eliminated from 
first page of MPD report. 

911 withholds the MPD reports said to have been attached to cach of 35 files of which 
the titles are removed from 30. 

912 has 25 file copies of which 22 are withheld. This one has MPD report attachede, 
1 extensive maskings that could be of file designations. 

N 13, Serials 917-979, 144 pp of 30 documents released. Exemptions claimed: 
b(2)= 922,923,930,937,943,944,965, 978, with (C)(D):and both claimed on others. 
Lowe's destruction memo sayal info in 3/3/69 reports 978D is one of this dat,54 pps Only 
b(7 (c) is claimed for it, but 978E, airtel same date that apparently cover it, is b2,7(D). 
22 2 of 3 157 file titles, neme of detective and pc I 

Here they slipped up ene a EE to removeez 0 

      

    

  

be 

  

    

  

     

    

3 me »t—f ac disclosing that This refers to that photo, taken ree~ 
space one, masked. This Indicates there are two (if not more) MPD "undercover agents" with 
= 3-letter representations, referring to two different ones. 

    

be SOB insias 6 of 7 file titles and source. 5 altho the la 

42 copies oe Hemphis. ‘filings 38 titles are withheld, with the name of the IPD source. 
b2 930- 8 of 12 file titles withheld, with name of sovrce. Other names withheld are not 

reflected as informers. On p. 4 there is another reference to one of tie withheld pictures. 
b2 a wi thhola 14 of 20 file —_ indicated and Lawrence's sourcee 
b2 1 is 29 of 34 Mempl fi tLe 

      

   

s. Itisa i pp LEM on INVADERS by Lawrence, 

  

   

2inst +nvader co-defendant. with his picture, if his is one witi.he de Hgand "ss lawyer 
was Russel Xe Thompson. The first 9 pp seem to be a paraphrase of his statement. Then the 

?? statement of Johnny Mae Berry, from Arkin, "being retained in her files" Not providede 
a or withholds an of 20 mle titles. of 8 spaces "furnishe > to write: 

    
    

      

   

nbers, etce, all indexec P marked for indeine on p 3 are carl L. Aensthone 
and George linfrey. However, “bir. x” is indexed. I believ.: notebook in one of Subs. 

949 withholds 26 of 32 file titles. Boes yuk include the attached MPD report. 
950 withholds titles of 30 of 37 files and copy of MPD file sais to be attached. 
952 witholds 24 of 28 file titles but has MPD report.



   

    
   

  

b2 965—- wi las 18 

1s attached. Recommendation masked byt n night with Sr 18 le 
977 withholds 10 of 15 Memphis file titlesand source,Relates to almost decision to killDetroiter found out to be police agent. at he was allowed to remain in Invaders! Pehkps the weport was witten because Lawrence says "The writer indicates he was the one who detected this (iseeParnell as inf orner) because the person from “etroit kept talking about places which he had fee frequented in Detroit, that 'SPIDER' had been to Yetroit himself and recognized the places as police hangouts." 

b2 958Dis long LHM of 3/3/69 said to hold info from estroyed records. 958E is covering airtél from which only 1 of 8 Nemphis file titles is withheld.(3 to Bureau, no other Memphis distribution although there is a copy in a 66 sub, Dissenination. 8 sources withheld. 978F withholds 3 of Memphis file titles, no more. 

   

   

       

4 | | ty t



b2 
b2 

b2 

be 

b2 

CC 

b2 

. ‘ 
' 

\ 
Invaders MFO 157-1067 Section 14, Serials 980-1070, 71 pp of 14 documents only released. 

Howell S. Lowe's destruction she-t of 8/19/70 says contents included in eenorts of 5/17, 

5/19 and 6/64/ 6/6/69. 
Exemptions claimed: b(2) on 985,991,995,997, with (7)(C). Others all (C)&(D) 

981 withholds 2 of 6 file titles. 

985 withholds 3 of 7 file titles. 

  

    
   QA9 

  

itthholds C > File U s but [ at Counsil of Chu Nes 5 Q0=4949, Ln 

Security. Although this LIM is dated 3/5/69 it refers to the 1/24/69 info from source 
of 7 spaces that Bevel was in siexphis for couferences with Percy Foreman. but this is 

C eC 3S, ALtl 1 CanvtLoner nvacers fne intormant suvovl1ieda 

  

    
     ACV 

  

996 withholds identification and code name of MED informer and 20 of 25 file titles, not b2, 
7(C)&(D). The MPD report is not provided and the worksheets do not ihdicate it is withheld. 
Ol, WL source and and 17 of 24 file titles. The Council on Human Relation s is an Ne VC J 

      

    

ot that caption CO, DV a) or 3Bu 3 LACK TLL vs Ont | or National Council of UTC! » The 

attached 2/26/69 report of Det. MeAeSample to Inspector Doh H. Smith is captioned BOP, 
The name Sample is one I've heard b:fore. 1t raises questions of the need and legitimacy 
of all these kinds of withho dings and their real purposes. 

r in 

    

     

2. Attached hPD report missing. Worksheets indicate of 4 pp. 
02 withholds all but two of file titles where 30 copies made. Not captioned Invaders, 

not NCU, IPD report is attached.How silly the withholding of titles is is il ustrated by the 
recommendation,"that 157-Dead cases be opened on.eJAbiis KEYS, SHERRON GOLDYN, aka Goldin, 
VaNCE MOORE, and YVONNE ACEY." There arc 4 157-Vead files with the titles withheld. If 
they are not of these four they are ot others and there names are released. 
1003 withholds 4 of 4 file titles, does not withhold iD report. 
1010 withholds 19 of 21 titles, does not withhold MPD report or that af reporting officer, 
Lt. O..Holcomb. 
1028 withholds 18 of 20 titles, includes IPD report. 
1040 withholds 17 of 25 file titles, not MPD report, w ich has detective's name withheld. 
1050, nomasking, from Yackson to MFO on Jesse Evps.— 

RTT \ (Xp 

Section 15, Serials 1071-1134, 88 pp. of 24 documents released 
8/19/70 destruction memo says info in reports of 5/15,5/19, 6/6/69 
Exemptions claimed: b2 onl074, 1086, 1101,1105, 1114, with b(7)(C)&(D),1130 without 
eny other. All others b(¥)B or (c)a(D). 

  

   
    

  

I assume it is 

    
' Note tha his refers to the Lemphis 3/3/69 

ternal Security Division." We nave received no records from ISD.3/26/69.See 1075. 

    

     

    

    

   

  

   

  

   

    

or ¢ ose following.



   
      yf 

t iffen 3 de 10 Liberal (wemphis State [versity Gregory to 

speak to ite When John Smith got a job locally the cops reported it unde~ administrative. 

But when there was more on Gregory in 1069, no 100-4390 file among 22 that got copies. 

i 1 Calif 0e tt" was addeds i:cCullough is listed as among those 

, ne presume she report is based on what he reported. eee 

f Greg 3 sp h (He seis the CLA and the FBI killed King because S g Le 

  

    

      
   

ow te governncn! any, aye" Kennedy end “ing were killed "to con= 

  

SIA is going to ove 
fuse the country.") 

b2 1101 has more on Gregorye This LHM, al! 

  

     

    

FBI. incl 

oblitexations -D report relate to bo a C align and regory i it is 

struckured logically. What is not obliterated in this onc is that with regard to the event 

revorted"Marrell cCullough was in charge o: the program." A second PD report lists 

be Me Cullough a amon; those present at what ap ea rs to be a different meeting. The 

identification is removed from the previous one by the obliterations. This one is 1105, 

of which 40 semphis file copics. 

          

     
   

     

   
    

    

   {1-oblitevation again so extensive identification of meeting reported on by police is 

entirely removed, taking away sanse of what follows and who is speaking. ore on Gregorys 

3 C inge Lon., quotes from “regory's speech in support of Pickette ong 

sincgle-spaced typed pages. . 

    
   

   

    

  

MPD report, BY 

1113 has HPD report attsched identifying Baby Jesus as James Orangee .t seems clear that 

for a year licCullough was not exposede 

be 1114 
1129is a form not yet provided from Memphis files attached to an FBI rcport of what an 

informent at a Black Penther Party meeting reportede 

pe 1130 is the 4/16/69 LA #0 memorandum to GaG bempbis, LA file 157-3392, RUC, Hemphis file 

157-1057, referring to enphis Airtel of 1/17/69. It reprots on searches for information 

G on Aaron or heliim McCarary, licClary and other formulations. The only obliterations is 

of a name in the 3rd graf,"* * * * a source familiar with black militant activity in the 

Los Angeles areaeee" If they claimed D or perhaps © it might be reasonable but it cannot 

be claimed that this name is solely an FSI internal matter.



b2 

b2 

o
 

N)
 

b2 

be 

Invaders MFO 157-1067 Section 16, Serials 1135-1244, 46 pvp of 51 documents released. 

Exemotion:: claimed: b2: 1152 (7c); 1059 b2,7D; 1160, b231166, b2,7C31174, b2, 7 C&D; 

1198 b2, 7 CaD31202, b 2 70#H1203,b2; 1203A,b2, 7 C&D. None just 7C, all others both C &D. 

Tha destruction memo says information in reports of 5/17/69, 5/19/69, 6/6/69. However, 
the continuing practise of destroying reports anc of continuing LHNs sppears to counter 

bureau directive of 3/27/69 in preceeding Section, Serial 1075. This set of copies has 
three apvarently identical copies of the destruction memo made on morc thaan one copiere 

1152, which reports on the drug-pediling activities of one Gibbs or Joggs, does not 

include a suitable crininal file for inclusion of the report. There are four obliterations 
only, two of source, one of what would appear to mo the word "psostitute"before the name of 

a black woman, and two ukat<fekim of the titles of the three listed files, 1'70-70-SUB 

and 157 - DEaD. The claim of 7 C & D could be made, for te woman and the sourBe, respe, 

but neither is. The claim to b2 seems inapvropriate end intendcd for some purpose not 

immediately apparent, unless it is a mean of circumventing the AG's 5/77 policy statement. 
by now the FBI knows I wil! not protest or ap»eal legit. privacy claims of those to confi- 
aentiality of informers. So they avoid what they know I will not appeal and use an inapplicable 
exemption the use of which | have already protested/appealede 

1159 ‘Tickler to assure the filing of "report" ¢/3/69 in accord with Bureau directive 
of 3/21/695 Serial 1075. Lhe report on Invader inactivity that follows makes the Bureay 

directive ludicrous and obviously of purpose other than indicated, activity. 

Reports filed on some Invader officers, to be provided on others. While theremay have 
been auch individual reports I recall none. There have been recommendations for the 
vecurity Index and the Agitator Index, but I have no recollection of any. 
Extensive obliteration on pe 2. Yould this relute to the disruptive activities ordered an 

not to here reported?If so not either ye hex b2 or any law enforcement purposce 

1160 masks only sources under this exenption. Not appropriate. 

1166 Reports on efforts to find jobs for unemployed black youth. liasks source and akka 
right name of black whose alias is reported. Does not claim privacy for black unmarricd 

pregnant woman, her name and that of father. In details about people and organizations 

to refers to "captioned Negro sororiety of which llu'S widow Corfetta sING is a member," 
the first page bears no such caption anc there is no such title following any of the 

nimnbers,of any of th= 25 files in°icated or which only 7 are bot withheld. The indispensible 

criminal or national security onformation is that it is holding its convention at the 

Kibvermont the weckend of 4/4/5/69. It then foes into the officers and their employemtn 

of that of husbands ("te»ches at “elrose High School" after president “emphis chapter 
of t is sororiety and pub. relathons director, tdachers. Theb there is a separate heading 

on Pickett's Congressional campaign. The FBI furnished this info to Arkin and Det. 

Jer-y of C. Davis, intel. bureau. Not apprkxaxrpxk law enforcement purposes and certainly not b2. 

117$=4444% 1174 cover 7 pp MPD report, attached. 49 or 56 file titles only are not withheld. 

These include SCLC, the Iiterreligious Foundation on Community Organization (157 - no other 

number), the NDC, wich 1 think is political, and the California Grape “oycott, 100-4861. 

pe masks name of spaced of Davis, who has been named repeatedly and whose initials, JCD, 

appear on police report. 
The attached police report covers information from an informant for the 4/18=21 period ,1969. 
It includes conve ‘sation betwen "Whithers" an:i Hine on mcCyllough as a policeman. Wine said 

they had known it for months (bott om report pe 26) 
1198 is a long report based on an iiPD report of an out-of—Memphis meeting. Withheld are names 
of detectuve and his source, R@xm£x22 12 of 14 liemvhis files. Copies sent toNY Atlanta, WFO 
and Jackson, 2 each marked RM, racial matters. There are "Leads" set out for each of these 
field offices except Tudhinetons I infer from this that the report was sent to the WFO because 
in political and similar mattees it is a Hq auxiliary or by-pass. 
1202 This had been stamped as excluded or to be excluded from autontic downgradhng.It would 
not appear to qualify for such exemption. In this and in 1202A they appear to be seeking to 
establish interconnections between black groups that would enable Hoover to proclaim the



b2 

     
    

       
1242 is a long report of 5/29/69 of what was learned from a new informant in black circles. 

There is extensive withholding on the second page. I find myself wondering it what is 

withheld represents the lever tie Ful might have used to develop this informant. i#exmx 

The information ic extensive and not in most cases related to any possible law purpose 

or proper FBI interest. 

Section 17 Serials 1245-1365, 75 pp of 23 documents releasede 

Lowe's destruction memo of 8/19/70 states information dcstroyed included in neparts 

LHM dated 6/6/69 and 7/28/69. 
Exemptions claimed: b2 on 1249, 1267, with C; 1335 with C & D; 1348, alone. Others claimed 

LAS 

are both D and C except for 1280, which is D onlye 

      

  

    

   

245 is a copy o carbon gather than of an original c fr Yearle S 6/2/69 reply to Bureau's 

3/26/68 inquiry about prosecuting Invaders under 18 USC 2483,2364,2385 "or any other federal 

law." Answer "We have this matter under consideration." opy sent to “emphis. 

1248 is one of the LHMs said fo hold contcnt of destroyed reports. 1249 covering airtel. 
  

   erha 

Bell worked 

Poor People's Campaign, 1 
ag _. 

    

  

Section 18 Serials 1356-1450, 47 pp of 15 documentse 

Bowe's 8/1970 destruction memo says informbion in report of 7/28/69. Exemptions claimed 

as in prior Sections. 

1432 «cCullough, no: -atrolman, has code name (Hax) withheld along with one other line, 

probably a refomnendation, on the claim s of 7 Cu D 

Section 19 Serials 1451-1535, 55 pp oF 21 docs released. Destruct. memotin 8/26 lhm 

and 9/10/69 peporte 

            

if they know Invaders ofl’, : 

5 eJobnson will write, hand note says4. 

Section 20, Serials 1535-1597, 61 pp of 15 docs released, same exemtpion claimse Lowe's 

dostruction memo says info in r=port of 9/10/69. 

1548 is the report demanded in 1490, dat d 9/10/69 

Section 21, Serials 1598-1686, 18 pp of 13 docs., same exemptions claimed. Destruct memo 

says info in 12/30/69 report, ote that with regard to lartingh verbal claim re over- 

sized and multiple Volumes in isfO UR IN file this Section is of 18 ppe only, small. Next 

Section of 32 ppe Section 21 211 but a single page of the first 47 Se ials, 4 are news 

clips, not destroyed, all others, totally undescribed, «cept for a single page, destroyede 

Of the next totally undescribed serials listed, only 3 pp not destroyed. These total 5 pne, 

of which a news article is of 2 pp. @f the remaining 26 Serials, 2 are news articles, not 

destroyed, leaving only 5 pp of records not destroyed this part. In the entire Section only 

9 pages of FBI records remain undestroyed. Insofar as I can determine the destructions is 

of BO files but not of those provided to LFO by Bureau, other FOs.



| 

| | 
Section 22,Serials 1687-1784, 31 pp. of & documents releaseds This means that of 97 

documents only r remain undestroyede Same exemotion. claimed. 

1699 is fol ovwup of 12/30/69 efter 12024, etc. It gives sources no longer by hidden name 

but by T identifications. Unles they use the police in this they vse more than one F3I in- 

former, their claine 
Section 2%, Serials 1795-1876, 4& pp of 21 docs released. Same exemptions claimed. Destruct. 

meno says information in 6/10/70 report. 
O 
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ref. to Willie Bell- convider as pos.ible informant with 1504? 

section 24 Serials 1877-1945, 194 po of 56 documents. More documents escapes destruction, 
more clains to exemptions than in enrrlie~ serials but to same exemptionse Destruction 
regord, or new printea form here used first tine, says info in LEM of 11/9/70.Date 11/12/706 

1879- MeC running his ovn informers? Also 1651. The reports, by the untis in the names 

reported on, provides a means of ifentifying informants iff desired for future studies. 

1862, LeAndrew Henderson Checse, reportes on st. Youis Panther betting, 1679-was he fink? 

1984 way make FSI informer in WNationof Islam identifiable. Others foliow, Alikef these. 
If tell not informer he can identy one who was, from this Section, esp 1936 and others 
near ite 

Section 25, Serials 1946- SORE 296p~ of 95 docs. Destruct memo 11/12/70 by Burl ’ ohnsons 

Same exemptions claimed. Vhis also means no new ones, here and above. ‘ 

1055 shows that police had access to all records of iM, uO 157-2136, and gave to FBI. 

¥, 2 af attached MPP report indicates its informer prepared these statcments. For the past 
several sections there heve becn repeitecd references to a police undercover officerg not 

only informerse 

1963 is a long LHM on Brenda Joyce lisjor, 7/ 20/706 I recal. no prior mentions consistent 

with the long list of citations to prior records fror 2/12/69 to 6/22/69, total of 11 plus 
what fol.ows, atiributed to confiential sources in lest part 1969. Indication of other 

and withheld ‘nvaders records? (iuidi= hemphis sobilizers? } 

1990ff reports from an official source other than v-rb, source with inside inforner(s). 

Seems like introductory or opening or first pages not provided. 

2037 is -c& pre from SISU hearing without any explanation of why present, covering letter 

of memo, etce 

va Cyril files series of forn wsect,indicati f racial violence. 

Ee ap ears to be on political squad. “ec also was questionins sources about Capitol Boybinge 

wone knew anything. 

               

2055, last, is Seftnagd about Les Payne's “obruary s ory, 1976. Undmubthadtyxvetateaxtacx 
develsonentsckaxdx2x dn k99o;y zinxenurts 

2028, 18 pp FE report, prebably referred to in destruct memo. This destruction 11/13(7)70, 

at nost 4 days afkxx before dectructions. Seems odd and related to earlier destructions, 

which also seem odd and possidl: relat d to Ray case Jeveloynentse 

This appears to be the end of the Invaders Scctions, if there is no way of knowing whether 

it is the end of th two spinter grouns into which it separated. There is a foursyesr void 

to the papers re Les Payne's story, 1/31/76. vhere is nothing in this file to indicate that 

the inquiry Kebley wrote Les he hd had made was eith r ordered or madee Laybe the FO could 

read the Bureau's mind when it sent a facsimile but it does not order an investigation. 

I'll be going over those pages separately. The question here is of complience - missing records 

orpelley lied.     
IMO 4 

 


